Dear Toontown Community,
Today is truly a day worth celebrating- one that’ll go down in the Shtickerbook as
another “Greatest Moments in Toontown History” entry.
Co-Founder and former staff member of Toontown Rewritten Jeremy Koletar, known in
the Toontown community as both “jjkoletar” and “Fat McStink,” is responsible for directly
addressing one of Toontown: Corporate Clash’s most pressing technical issues. Server desyncs
are close to completely neutralized!
Putting aside any historical differences between the two projects, Jeremy was willing to
step up to the plate. Consulting with the Corporate Clash Crew, and thanks to his technical
knowledge from Toontown Rewritten, Jeremy was able locate and identify the root cause of
desyncs. The Corporate Clash team silently pushed the fix to our server software, Astron, a few
days back.
After countless hours of monitoring behind the scenes, we’re more than confident that
desyncs are almost entirely eradicated from Corporate Clash! All because of the selfless act of a
particular higherup figure in the Toontown community.
Because of how small and tight-knit the Toontown community really is in comparison to
other currently running MMORPG video games, we feel that it’s crucial to work together if
Toontown is going to continue for years to come. With the current stigmas present in the
Toontown community, you’d almost never expect a former Toontown Rewritten staff member to

directly collaborate with another private server, let alone in a technical aspect. Moments like
these are to be used as an example of how the Toontown community should be collaborating.
Rather than competing with one another or trying to shut each other down, we should aim to
build each other up so our community can be all the more vibrant. The spirit of Toontown isn’t
being kept alive strictly by any one project. Each server is an important piece of the puzzle that
completes the Toontown community.
From the bottom of our hearts, we are extremely grateful for the work put in by Jeremy
that will grant a smoother experience for all going forward. In return, for our gratitude, we’d like
to provide a link to Jeremy’s Twitch channel, where he currently streams Toontown Rewritten.
You can check that out here: https://twitch.tv/jjkoletar

Toons of The World, UNITE!
The Corporate Clash Crew

